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Abstract. Branch prediction accuracy is a very important factor for
superscalar processor performance. It is the ability to predict the out-
come of a branch which allows the processor to effectively use a large
instruction window, and extract a larger amount of ILP.
The first approach to branch prediction were static predictors, which
always predicted the same direction for a given branch. The use of profile
data and compiler transformations proved very effective at improving the
accuracy of these predictors.
In this paper we propose a novel dynamic predictor organization which
makes extensive use of profile data. The main advantage of our proposed
predictor (the agbias predictor) is that it does not depend heavily on the
quality of the profile data to provide high prediction accuracy.
Our results show that our agbias predictor reduces the branch mispre-
diction rate by 14% on a 16KB predictor over the next best compiler-
enhanced predictor.

1 Introduction

Branch prediction was first approached using static schemes, which always pre-
dict the same direction for a branch, like predicting that all branches would be
taken, or that only backwards branches would be taken [23]. Semi-static branch
predictors use profile feedback information and encode the most likely branch
direction in the instruction opcode, obtaining much higher accuracy than the
simple static predictors [9]. Profile data was also used to align branches in the
code so that they follow a given static prediction heuristic [3]. Finally, the more
accurate dynamic branch predictors, which store the past branch behavior in
dynamic information tables, and lookup this data to predict the future branch
direction [12,16,18,23,24,25].

We believe this paper contributes in proposing a dynamic prediction scheme
which makes extensive use of profile data to provide higher prediction accuracy,
even with lower quality or inexact profile data.

The proposed agbias predictor is largely based on the static-dynamic predic-
tor combination proposed in [20], and divides branches among four sub-streams:
first, among easy and hard to predict branches; second, among mostly taken
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and not taken branches. This division obtains a significant interference reduc-
tion, and allows a separate resource allocation, as not all sub-streams have the
same needs.

Our results show that the agbias predictor outperforms all other examined
predictors (including their compiler enhanced version), reducing branch mispre-
diction rate by 14% on a 16KB predictor.

1.1 Simulation Setup

All the results in the paper were obtained using a simulator derived from the
SimpleScalar 3.0 tool set [2]. We run most of the SPECint95 benchmarks (except
go, compress, and perl) plus the PostgreSQL 6.3 database system running a
subset of the TPC-D queries. All programs were compiled statically and with
-O4 optimization level using Compaq’s C compiler.

The training and simulation inputs were different to simulate the effect of
inaccurate profile data on the prediction accuracy. All simulations were run to
completion. All figures in the paper present the arithmetic average of all executed
benchmarks, where all codes have the same weight.

We have compared our agbias predictor with the compiler-enhanced versions
of most modern de-aliased predictors: a gshare predictor using an optimized
code layout [22], agbias using a profiled bias bit [24], bimode using a profiled
selector [12,10], gskew [16], and a static-dynamic hybrid using profile data [20].

All predictors simulated use global branch history. The BHR length deter-
mines the PHT size: for N bits of history, 2N PHT entries are allocated. We
have used a 4096-entry/4-way set associative BTB to store the bias bit in the
agree predictor simulations.

1.2 Paper Structure

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we present previous
related work, and discuss its relevance to this paper. In Section 3 we propose
our predictor organization, the agbias predictor, and analyze the reasons why it
proves more accurate than others, showing that prediction table interference is
not the only relevant factor. Finally, in Section 4 we present our conclusions for
this work.

2 Related Work

We can classify related work into four groups: basic branch predictors, de-aliased
predictors, and compiler support for branch prediction.

Basic branch prediction schemes can be broadly classified into three groups:
static, semi-static and dynamic branch predictors.

Static predictors always predict the same outcome for a given branch, and
can be based on very simple heuristics, which do not require encoded information
for the processor [23]. They can also be based on compiler analysis and more
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complex heuristics [1] which are mainly used by the compiler itself to align
branches following a more simple heuristic [3,8]. The compiler can also increase
static prediction accuracy by using code transformations, usually implying code
replication [11,17,21,26].

Semi-static predictors are based on the observation that branches tend to
behave in the same way across different executions of the same code, and use
profile information obtained at run-time [4,9,15]. These predictors predict that
a branch will always follow its most usual direction as observed in the profile
data. Thanks to the use of profile information from an adequate training input
they achieve higher accuracy than simple static predictors based exclusively on
static analysis and heuristics. But the wrong inputs used to obtain the profile
data can lead to decreased accuracy of the predictor.

Dynamic branch predictors store information about the recent behavior of
branches in a given execution of the program, and are predicted to behave in the
same way as they usually did in the same past situation. These predictors differ
mainly in the way they store the past behavior of the branch and the situation in
which it executed, be it relative to the recent outcomes of other branches (global
branch history, path correlation) or the past outcomes of the same branch (self
history) [14,18,23,25].

All dynamic branch prediction schemes use finite tables to store the past
behavior of branches. When two different branches store their information in
the same table entry, aliasing happens. Recent dynamic prediction schemes try
to organize their tables in a clever way to reduce destructive aliasing [7,12,16,24].
We refer to these predictors as de-aliased schemes.

There have been also some dynamic branch prediction studies which have
involved the compiler in the prediction scheme, using profile information to re-
place some predictor components [10,13,20], or to provide some information that
is better obtained statically [24,19].

An alternative way of reducing prediction table interference is to reduce
the number of branches stored in these tables, filtering out the strongly biased
branches, which would then be predicted with a single bit stored in a separate
table [5,7,19] or statically using profile information [6,13,20]. We show that these
schemes heavily depend on the accuracy of the profile data, and present an
alternative organization which solves this problem, proving equally accurate with
both self-train and cross-train tests.

In [20] the relevance of the static predictors is increased, as they are used to
predict a large fraction of branches, removing them from the dynamic prediction
tables, thus reducing interference, and increasing accuracy. But most of the re-
sults shown correspond to the self-trained case, where the profile data is totally
accurate.

3 The Agbias Predictor

Based on the ideas exposed thus far, we propose another combination of static
and dynamic branch predictors which we call agbias. The agbias prediction
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scheme is shown in Figure 1. Largely based on the prediction scheme proposed
in [20], it is composed of two dynamic direction predictors, which use some
de-aliasing mechanism (we have chosen the agree mechanism in this paper),
and a static meta-predictor which divides branches between the strongly biased
sub-stream (the easy branches), and the not so biased sub-stream (the hard
branches). The easy branches are those which have the same outcome 95% of
the times, that is, they almost never change direction. Both dynamic compo-
nents share the BHR, which is only updated for the branches belonging to the
hard sub-stream.

Gshare
+

agree
+

profiled
bias

Gshare
+

agree
+

profiled
bias

Update only selected predictor
+

Shared (filtered) history

Strongly
biased

selector

Selection

Fig. 1. The agbias predictor scheme

This way, we are dividing branches into four categories: first, using the pro-
filed bias (strongly biased/easy or not strongly biased/hard branches); second,
using their most likely outcome (taken or not taken). The first division is used
to distribute branches in two separate dynamic predictors, which allows an in-
dependent resource allocation for the easy and hard sub-streams. The second di-
vision is used to minimize negative interference in the prediction tables of both
dynamic components, using a de-aliased scheme (we have chosen the agree[p]
scheme, hence the name agbias). The classification of branches among strongly
biased and non-strongly biased using profile data [6] or dynamic tables [5,7,19]
has been explored before, but none considered a separate dynamic component
for the strongly biased stream.

The static-dynamic combination used in [20] does not allocate any dynamic
resources to the easy sub-stream, relying entirely on the accuracy of the profile
data. Our scheme avoids this too strong dependency by using a small dynamic
predictor instead. Even if the profile wrongly classifies a branch as belonging to
the easy sub-stream, the dynamic component will be more accurate than a pure
semi-static predictor. In this paper we have used a 512 byte agree predictor with
compiler enhancements. The agbias predictor used in this paper requires two
bits encoded in the instruction: a branch bias bit, and a branch direction bit.

Figure 2 shows the prediction accuracy of the agbias predictor compared to
other compiler-enhanced predictors. When not specified, results correspond to
the cross-trained test.
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Fig. 2. Prediction accuracy of the agbias predictor compared to other compiler-
enhanced predictors

Our results show that the agbias predictor is more accurate than the other
predictors examined for all predictor sizes, reaching 96.8% average accuracy for
the studied benchmarks, improving on the 96.3% obtained with the compiler-
enhanced agree and bimode predictors.

The only comparable predictor is the static-dynamic combination when run-
ning the self-trained test, because it obtains the same prediction accuracy but
does not require any hardware resources for the easy sub-stream prediction.
However, note that the accuracy of that static-dynamic combination drops to
the level of a gshare predictor with the cross-trained test.

The advantage of the agbias predictor is that it obtains the same perfor-
mance in the self and cross-trained tests, being less dependent on the profile
data accuracy.

3.1 BHR Filtering

Clearly, one major advantage of the agbias predictor is that the hard sub-stream
predictor has much less interference than other predictors, because it only has
to worry about 30% of all branches.

But there is a second difference between the agbias predictor and the other
de-aliased schemes: updating the BHR only for branches in the hard sub-stream.
This selective BHR update achieves an important result: it is increasing the
amount of useful history information kept in the BHR.

The outcome of the easy branches does not provide the predictor with any
extra information, because we already know the outcome of the branch. The
outcome of the next branches does not depend on it, because it never changes.
Not shifting these outcomes into the BHR prevents other -variable- bits from
leaving the BHR. This increases the usefulness of the information stored in the
first level table, making it easier for the predictor to guess the correct branch
outcome.
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Fig. 3. Effect of BHR filtering on prediction accuracy

Figure 3 shows the prediction accuracy of the agree[p] and the agbias predic-
tors compared to an unbounded predictor using the same history length, and an
unbounded predictor with a filtered BHR. The agree and agbias predictors use
the history length to determine the PHT size (a 14-bit agree predictor has 214

PHT entries, requiring 4KB of storage, the same 14-bit agbias requires 512 ex-
tra bytes for the easy sub-stream component). An unbounded predictor has a
separate PHT entry for each branch and each possible BHR value, so it is free
of interference.

The unbounded predictor increases performance from 96.3% to 96.7% as
history length increases, showing that a longer history register represents an
advantage to this predictor. The agree and agbias predictors experience larger
improvements with increasing history lengths because a longer history also im-
plies a larger PHT, and less interference.

The most remarkable result is that the agbias predictor obtains equivalent
performance to an unbounded predictor for 15 bits of history (96.6%), and it
actually obtains higher accuracy with 16 bits (96.8% vs 96.7%). But the compar-
ison is not fair, because the agbias predictor also benefits from the BHR filtering:
over 70% of all branches do not update the BHR, causing the history length of
the agbias predictor to behave like it were 70% larger.

As expected, the unbounded predictor also benefits from a filtered history
length, increasing accuracy of a 16-bit history predictor from 96.7% to 97.14%,
the same performance as a non-filtered predictor of 22 history bits (not shown).
This shows that PHT interference is not the only relevant factor to two-level
prediction accuracy: the amount of useful information stored in the Level 1
tables is also important.

We have shown how the agbias obtains higher accuracy than any other exam-
ined predictor (including their compiler enhanced versions): first, it obtains an
important interference reduction in the PHT; second, it increases the usefulness
of the BHR information, increasing the potential performance of its two-level
adaptive predictor components.
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4 Conclusions

In this paper we have shown how we can increase branch prediction accuracy
by combining software and hardware techniques, providing yet another example
of how the combination of software and hardware techniques can lead to higher
performance at a lower implementation cost.

Based on previously proposed predictors and taking full advantage of the
compiler, we have presented the agbias branch prediction scheme, a static-
dynamic hybrid predictor based on the division of the branch stream in four
sub streams. A first division among strongly biased (easy branches) and not
strongly biased branches (hard branches), and a second division among mostly
taken and not taken branches.

The agbias predictor uses the agree predictions scheme to separate the taken
and the not taken sub-streams, and uses two separate dynamic components to
separate the easy and the hard sub-streams. Branches are classified using profile
information, encoding the class in the instruction opcode.

We outperform all other examined branch prediction schemes for all predictor
sizes, obtaining a 96.8% prediction accuracy with a 16KB predictor versus the
96.3% obtained with a compiler enhanced version of agree or bimode, reducing
misprediction rate by 14%.
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